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EveryLife Foundation:
• Dedicated to Accelerating Biotechnology
Innovation for Rare Disease Treatments
• Advocating practical and scientifically sound
change in policy and law to increase the
predictability of the regulatory process through
scientific analysis and dialogue, grassroots
support & expert‐led workshops.
• We believe:
– No disease is too rare to deserve treatment
– All treatments should be safe & effective
– We could be doing more with the science we
already have
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Roadblocks in the translation of science into medicine:
More challenges for rare diseases than common diseases
• Diseases are too rare or have “inconvenient biology”
• Lack of a defined regulatory path
• No clinical history, new endpoints and no accepted biomarkers

• Expectations for development requirements are too great for
many rare diseases
• Cannot expect to spend ~$100 million for diseases with 200 patients

• Too large a business risk to invest in the smaller markets
• Better investment are new acne creams or 100th+ form of morphine

• Many rare diseases are left out with no investment
We can do better with the science we already have.

Improving FDA policies make a difference
• HIV drug development example
• AIDS activists stormed FDA in late 80’s
• 1992: FDA forced to create “Accelerated Approval”
– New Regs allow use of a surrogate for approval
“if reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit”

• What happened? Largest surge ever in innovation.
– 25 drugs in 15 years period after reg change in 1992
– All approved under Subpart H accelerated approval
– 2007 saw $9.3 billion in sales

Moving a vision to reality
• Goal: Science‐driven public policy changes
• Initiated Workshop Series
–
–
–
–

Science‐based discussion
Rational strategies
Development solutions
Drive policy ideas

• Organized & educated patient groups
– A unified force to compel change
– A practical technical agenda

• Launched the CureTheProcess Campaign
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Launched May 2009 at the
Rare Disease Summit, Washington DC:
Improving the clinical development and regulatory process for
rare diseases through science‐driven changes in public policy
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Original goals of the
CURETHEPROCESS Campaign
• Establish a new Office of Drug Evaluation
specifically for Biochemical and Genetic
Diseases
• Create new qualification criteria for surrogate
endpoints to allow Subpart H Accelerated
Approvals
• Devise acceptable optimal statistical analyses
and alternative designs for clinical endpoint
driven pivotal studies

Thank you to our 181 Partners
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Campaign Milestones
• Testifying and advocating on behalf of the campaign
–
–
–
–
–
–

2010 Institute of Medicine Hearing on rare disease treatment
FDA Rare Disease Hearings and Meetings
2010 Senate Hearing on the FDA Review Process for Rare Diseases
Meeting: Deputy Commissioner Sharfstein and CSO Jesse Goodman
Meeting: Francis Collins on improving FDA academic links
Meeting: FDA Commissioner Hamburg, June 2011

• Hosted 4 Scientific Workshops on Improving the Clinical
Development Process for Rare Diseases
• Publication: Value of the accelerated approval process in
driving investment in rare disease treatments, July 2011
• Two CTP goals in the FDA’s 2011 Brownback‐Brown Report
• Inclusion of ULTRA/FAST legislation in FDASIA signed by
the President, July 2012
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Success in Moving Legislation
Through Congress: ULTRA/FAST
New law expands access to Accelerated Approval process
• Drafted legislation with Reps.
Stearns & Towns –ULTRA/FAST Acts
• Vigilant communication and
cooperation with key stakeholders
• FAST language inside the PDUFA V bill (FDASIA, S. 3187)
• Organized the patient community as a political force
•
•
•

Rare Disease Day Lobby Day bringing 70 patient advocates to DC
300+ patient organizations signed on to support ULTRA/FAST
3,675 emails were sent to Congress to support ULTRA/FAST

FDASIA signed by President Obama July 9, 2012
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EveryLife was the leader in
pivotal rare disease legislation
“EveryLife Foundation’s … support was key as we
navigated the legislative process. Their team was
constantly meeting with key committee staff and other
members and their offices. Whenever opponents
popped up we were able to blunt their attacks using
science, the truth and a broad
coalition of over 150 rare
disease groups.”
‐‐‐U.S. Rep Cliff Stearns (R‐FL)
Receiving a copy of FDASIA from Rep. Stearns
November 15, 2012
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ULTRA/Fast –
Next Steps for Implementation:
White Paper to Guide the Guidance
• Sec. 901. Enhancement of accelerated patient access to
new medical treatments. (ULTRA/FAST)
–

Considerations. – In developing the guidance . . . . the Secretary shall consider . .

–

(2) how to incorporate novel

approaches to the review of surrogate
endpoints based on pathophysiologic and pharmacologic evidence in
such guidance, especially in instances where the low prevalence of a
disease renders the existence or collection of other types of data
unlikely or impractical.”

• Draft guidance is due from the FDA in July
• Working group to draft a Whitepaper for the Guidance

• Review at Foundation’s next workshop on
Wednesday, May 15, 2013 in Washington, DC.
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To make the AA pathway work:
Must have a pre‐IND process for
qualification of surrogate endpoints
• Currently, individual programs need to file and
an application to do trials before a discussion
about endpoints can really begin, after millions
are already spent
• There is reluctance to agree to surrogate
endpoints early in the process
• Without an early positive determination for a
surrogate, many rare diseases will not get any
investment to get to the IND clinical study stage
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FDASIA is a great start
but more needs to be done
• Increased specialization in drug reviews
• Rationalizing safety requirements for
nonclinical (toxicology) and clinical
studies (QT and other) for rare diseases
• Additional incentives are need to
encourage companies to develop rare
diseases
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Requirements for
great review decisions in rare diseases
• Specialized experience and training
• Concurrent academic activities that allow
reviewers to keep abreast of the latest science
• Sufficient therapeutic focus to be an expert
• Sufficient time to research complex target
indications and to hone skills
The needs of the increasingly complex rare
disease therapeutic areas are creating
additional challenges for FDA
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No Disease Is Too Rare to Deserve Treatment
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Rationalizing Safety Requirements
– The FDA’s requirements are causing early stage
clinical trials to be moved outside the US
• US patients are being denied access to these potentially
lifesaving trials
• To avoid delays, multiple rare disease programs have left US

– FDA should follow the same “ICH” guidelines
and flexibility that are applied elsewhere in the
international community
– Treatments must be safe, however the timing of
testing, and some expensive toxicology
requirements are repetitive and useless for
some types of drugs
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New incentives needed for the investment
in rare disease drug development
• Hundreds of large market patented drugs exist with
novel technologies and diverse possible uses
• Companies will not invest to test these drugs in rare
diseases
– No financial incentive
– Increased risk that adverse events might taint the
product when treating very sick orphan diseases

• Can we create an incentive to study patented drugs
in rare diseases as soon as they are approved?
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Patent Term Extension for Rare disease
indications added to a product label
• Example: A major market drug approved for
non‐orphan or larger orphan market
• If the innovator company then develops the
product for additional rare diseases, the
company will receive 2 months patent term
extension on the main patent for the product
• Can stack 3 extensions for a total of 6 months
with 3 new indications on the label
• Must conduct a quality development program to
19
achieve labeling for the orphan disease

Effect of patent term extension law
• Innovator companies would reverse pattern of
avoiding investment in follow‐on rare indications
without financial benefit
• The innovator company team of clinical
professionals can expertly manage the
development of new indications quickly
• Hundreds of patented drugs will be explored for
uses in rare diseases resulting in hundreds of
new labeled indications with good data
• Rare disease patients get to benefit from
common disease drugs developed
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CureTheProcess2
Benefits to Treatment Development
• Predictable and tractable development path drives
new investment in biotech startups
– Rare diseases too small for larger companies see new
treatments started by smaller companies
– Cost of development is lower and more predictable

• Larger companies successfully take on more rare
diseases with difficult biology
– More bone, neurological and other complex diseases
could become more viable development projects

• More approvals of drugs for untreated diseases

Outcomes – Win Win Win
Patients, Companies, Economy
• Public Health: Patients have access to more life saving
medicines more quickly
• Reduced Drug Prices: A more predictable regulatory process
could bring down the costs of drug development, leading to less
expensive treatments

• FDA: Improved academic excellence, increased
specialization, and the best science will ensure the US
maintains the best regulatory standards
• Economy: Increased biotech investment, renewed
innovation and more high quality US jobs in biotechnology

Questions?

Be Sure to Follow us
• http://www.facebook.com/EveryLife4RareDiseases
• http://twitter.com/#!/curetheprocess
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